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The Blog Heard Around the World
Justin Jones is a travel expert who has been on the 
road and in the travel biz for most of his adult life. He 
blogs at JustinWasHere.com, is the founder & 
editor of WorldTravelBuzz.com, and the host of the 
Radical Travel Podcast. His travel writing and 
personal journeys have taken him around the world. 
He thrives on adventure and loves connecting with 
fellow travelers and local characters. fellow travelers and local characters. 

“I Help Brands & Destinations 
Share the Stories That Make 

Them Unique.” Klout Score ............... 67

@JustinJones .......... 10,000 +

@WorldTravelBuzz ... 5,450 +

Justin Jones ............. 650

World Travel Buzz .... 740

Instagram .................. 680+

Newsletter Newsletter ................. 695 

Social Media Stats:

Justin Jones

JustinWasHere.com
This is Justin's personal travel blog where he shares stories from 
his travels. Life on the road is all about finding the next great 
great adventure, and the next great story to tell. Posts range from 
useful tips & tricks, to destination & product reviews, to multi-post 
stories like the recent Chicken Bus series. 

Radical Travel Podcast

PR: 3                         Monthly Pageviews: 3,600 
Alexa: 583,170          Unique Visitors: 2,040

WorldTravelBuzz.com
In 2012, Justin Jones founded World Travel Buzz as an online 
backpacker magazine, written by himself and a team of 
passionate travel bloggers & writers from around the world. World 
Travel Buzz features edgy and engaging travel writing from real 
backpackers and adventure travelers.
      PR: 3                         Monthly Pageviews: 7,500
      Alexa: 440,864          Monthly Unique Visitors: 4,300

http://JustinWasHere.com/RadicalTravel
Justin Jones drags you off the beaten path to unlock the secrets of 
exotic locales while cutting to the core of local culture, adventure 
travel, and the backpacking lifestyle. Find out how to make the 
most of your travels and discover what life is like on the other side 
of a one way ticket with Justin Jones on Radical Travel!
           Aprox Monthly Listners: 3,000 


